If you love the look of antique stained glass windows, doors and panels, you have come to the right place. Stained Glass Inc. offers a range of reproduction antique stained glass windows, and all can be custom made to the size, shape and style you want. In addition to custom sizes and shapes, all of the antique stained glass panels are available as window inserts, as hanging stained glass panels or as backlit stained glass art.
WHY NEW WINDOWS IN THE STYLE OF ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS?

WITH STAINED GLASS INC. YOU GET:

- Antique stained glass windows from a company known for its authentic-looking reproductions
- Antique stained glass windows in the size and shape you need
- The world’s largest selection of stained glass to choose from
- Antique stained glass windows that are safe and lead free
- Our antique stained glass windows are laminated and unbreakable
- Antique stained glass window reproductions at a fraction of the price of antiques

AVOID THE RISK OF OLD ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

With our reproductions of antique stained glass windows, you get a safe, lead free window, built the way you want it, easy to install, custom sized to fit your window plus the safety in knowing the warranty covers your investment. You avoid the risk of hidden costs and costly rework.

DESIGNING WITH REPLICAS OF ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

The coveted new “old” is all about quality. These replicas of antique stained glass windows fit easily into the style and look of historic properties as well as being beautiful accents for contemporary spaces. These panels are ideal for customers who decorate with a mix of high-quality furniture and period antiques. Destined to be the heirlooms of the future, these high-quality replica antique stained glass panels mimic the antique stained glass windows of museums, but at a fraction of the price. Use them as stained glass window inserts or suspend them with chains as hanging stained glass panels. Use a single stained glass window as a focal point or buy one-of-a-kind windows and mix and match to create an eclectic look.

QUALITY ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS REPRODUCTIONS

At Stained Glass Inc. we produce quality stained glass panels in laminated polymer stained glass. Fine pigments are individually applied to a single panel and then fused in with heat under the watchful eye of our artisans. It’s a level of quality that no other manufacturer can duplicate, and one that’s earned Stained Glass Inc.’s artisans projects that range from 5 star resorts to soaring cathedrals. In addition to clients and commissions from royalty and stars, Stained Glass Inc. artisans works are found at the Smithsonian, the US Capitol, the Pentagon and the Paris Museum.
STYLES OF ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

Stained Glass Inc. offers you all types of antique stained glass window designs, from the simple to the complex. Thousands of gorgeous antique stained glass window shapes, sizes, colors, and complexities are featured.

VICTORIAN ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

Inspired by masterpieces of Victorian stained glass, our Victorian antique stained glass reproductions offer the look of museum quality antique stained glass in an affordable, custom sized stained glass window insert.

TIFFANY ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

The Tiffany Collection reproduces beautiful works of antique stained glass by Louis Comfort Tiffany.

ARTS AND CRAFTS STYLE ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

Stained Glass Inc. offers exceptionally well-made antique stained glass window reproductions and interpretations of the Arts and Crafts and Prairie Style stained glass era.

Our gallery features numerous replicated designs from the popular early 20th century style Art Nouveau.

EUROPEAN ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

These windows feature artwork from antique stained glass windows found in Europe. From the stained glass of French chateaus to English palaces and from cottages to cathedrals, the European collection offers beautiful stained glass in the old world style.

THE FULL COLLECTION OF ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS

Create a classic look that will never grow old with antique style stained glass window panels from Stained Glass Inc. We offer an authentic antique stained glass look without the poisonous lead that is associated with actual antique stained glass. Stained Glass Inc.’s replicas are also much more affordable and less delicate that the original antique stained glass. Look through our stained glass gallery to see the above styles and all other options we offer at Stained Glass Inc.